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Want to grow your own herbs at home? Not sure where to start? This book will teach you how!

Anyone serious about growing their own fresh and healthy herbs at home should have this essential

guide within reach. This book contains easy-to-follow steps to help you get started growing your

very own spices at home. All the essentials are covered: Picking the right seeds, designing your

herb garden both indoors and outdoors, garden maintenance, pest control, drying and storing your

herbs, and all this using 100% organic methods! Say no to those harmful chemicals in your

store-bought herbs! In this book you will learn: Which tools and supplies you need to get started

growing your own herbs How to pick the right spot to grow your own herbs, both indoors and

outdoors How to plan and design your herb garden for maximum success Which herbs to plant

together (companion planting) How to harvest, dry, and store your own herbs How to prevent and

stop pests from ruining your new herb garden Much, much more!
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Impressive! This book is excellent. It has lots of information and many wonderful charts to help you

in your selections of herb gardening. It has garden plans, charts to plan a theme garden, what part

of each plant to use. Really worth recommending!

This book is very informative. This book contains information with regards on how to start an organic

vegetable and herb garden. Having this book will help you learn everything you need to know about

starting your own vegetable garden and etc. The author does a great job in offering practical advice



that makes it as simple as possible to grow your own herbs. Especially for those of us who live

extremely busy lifeâ€™s, container gardening is the way to go. I grabbed this book and tried again

with much better success for establishing a new herb garden. The explanations are crystal clear,

allowing me to set up a pit mulch system previous weekend. I like the book.

Herb Gardening The Beginner's GuideHave several large gardens during the summer and use a lot

of different spices and herbs so thought I'd learn a bit more about how to make one.Everything is

included, what to plant-the most popular, where in the garden,Lots of things to consider, room, light,

drainage, soil, etc.Free gift online also works by the author are at the end.

I like this book very much it gave me ideas how can I start on grow my own herb garden at home.

The best benefits I can gain this is I can assure that my Herb garden less chemicals and a lots of

nutrients I can gain. This book encourage me to start right away for me to benefit the nutrients from

the Herb garden. I found out that by grow my own herb garden it can be indoors or outdoors, simply

tips here and easy to understand.

This book is truly a must-have guide. It is chocked full of recipes, remedies, color photographs, and

detailed information on cultivating your own herbs. What I found especially useful about this book is

how it is so extensive but still manages to be so detailed, simple, but not sloppy. This book covers

everything from foraging recipes to how to create your own ointments to how to disinfect your

garden tools.This is a reference book you will have to bookmark, highlight, and review again and

again and again.

This is such a wonderful book,we all knows that herbs are good medicine for us.the new technology

convert herb to medicine aspect.With this book,simplifies the technical know-how in selecting good

herb depending on season,how to care for it and the right soil for every herbs.Now i can prepare my

small garden in my backyard with the help of this informative book.

Thin book provides very useful information for novice gardeners. I have always wanted to start a

Herb Garden, but did not exactly know where to begin. This book provides the information needed

to get started without making a lot of mistakes and to ensure a very healthy garden. Great as a

beginners guide to Herb Gardening.



This book is a good guide through the process of growing our own spices in simple, easy to follow

steps, which will ensure that we can avoid any common beginnerâ€™s mistakes. I learn everything I

need to know about starting my own herb garden at home. Simple tips and easy demonstration on

what to do and avoid!
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